We Custom Design Around Your Product

Custom Web/Tower Ovens

Custom Gel Cure Ovens

CALL THE EXPERTS TODAY
800.835.0606 ext. 210 | www.ovens-dryers.com

Industrial Ovens & Dryers
A Division of Hix Corporation
CONTINUOUS WEB/ TOWER/ GEL CURING OVEN
Any Product, Any Process, Any Feature

- Small footprint
- Stand alone or line integrated
- Designed for maximum energy efficiency
- Match heat input with process requirements
- Unlimited control or design features
- Electrical or gas
- Forced air or recirculation system
- Minimal temperature variance
- Made in the U.S.A. for 50 years

DESIGN
HIX has spent 50 years developing design concepts which maximize production, energy efficiency, reduce labor costs, as well as providing the best value on the market. If you want the best, you want HIX.

PURPOSE/ PROCESS
HIX is able to serve any industry. We build all of our ovens from scratch thus allowing us to customize based on your needs. If consistent and high quality results are vital to your process then HIX is the only name to consider.

SIZE OPTIONS
HIX ovens are not limited by size. As our oven design completely hinges upon your process we allow your needs dictate the size of oven needed. The possibilities are limitless.

FEATURES
HIX is able to accommodate any feature your process requires. We will assist in design with recommendations for consideration based on the success of our 50 year history of customers. You need it we build it.

CONTROL & ADJUSTABILITY
HIX believes in designing ovens which provide you, the customer, maximum control and adjustability over your process. Whether considering multiple processes into one design or providing flexibility for the future, HIX ovens are the better choice.

HEAT SOURCE
HIX has 50 years of expertise in designing ovens to maximize the effectiveness heating or drying an endless variety of products. We specialized in Infrared, Infra-Air, Electric Hot Air Convection, or Gas (Natural, Propane, Blends), however, with our innovative design team we are able to utilize other heat sources. At HIX its all about you.